
Makhambet Otemisuly



     Makhambet( 1804g.... Internal Bokeiorda 
now Oblyseniya district of West Kazakhstan . - In 1846 
20 Oct The region Karaoy, in District oblyseniya 
Atyrau) is a famous Kazakh poet, composer, kuishi, 
against colonization Isatai Taimanov the revolt 
(1836-1837), one of the organizers of the uprising in 
the period of independence.



   In the history of the bersh Ural Tainan inside. People Nadir to replace the Data (some data Ll, 
said MoE) is born. Mln Shybynsay in Kazakh and Jelen Otemis, Abylai birth Yelan Kalmykia. Tamsen 
ten boys, Subentity - four sons and Obisidan reared three sons, seven grandchildren the song his 
Data ten people. This is one of the fundamental clan Taisoigan and villages. Ll grandfather, at the 
time when the father is significant Otemis individuals Ll bi from seed, and Chechens..



► The leader of the nomads from all persons between Makhambet properties of his being. She was 
born and raised in the region Kambar Batyr Er-Targyn, The company bard, Asanagi, Of kaztugan, 
Chalcis, It, Dospambet. He lived in the fast flow of time, in perfection APR knowledge source 
specifically for teachers of senior classes, erudite people. Russian, Tatar, Arabic better 
languages. Letters he wrote clearly it can be seen.



1836—38 G. I. Ceteris peasants in the Palace of sports fiery singer, one 
of the organizers of the movement.

The Makhambet Ulalume Zhangir Khan with two years in prison 1831 
escape. The improvement of the colonial policy of the tsarist 
government, which conscious life of the Khan and sultans against the 
Russian Empire tolady cake, calls for the suppression of the population.



► After the defeat of the uprising athapaskan The Food, The Urals, Mangystau, , 
Salida country, gathering unit, once again gandangara the efforts of the 
rebellion. The intention was to no avail, In bukey Horde detained Orenburg 
arrested in Amaldi. After his release from captivity in the Western part of the 
Junior Zhuz life in the country. But, when the elder after the death of Zhangir 
Khan Sultan died at the hands of Bimby Iswin goldmalerei.[1] Makhambet 
population of the Kingdom, called on Kazakh poet shall be enforced in the 
armed ceteris against the power of the king. Chalcis it, basically, provocative, 
and imaginative, development of small and medium business, Dospambet, 
Batyr kaztugan Zhyrau of rebellion, as an example, released in painting. 



Philosophical poems published in the book, created 
within one to two nailin folk full of courage, the 
high spirit of the warrior poet, poetry on a high 
level. Makhambet iirleri door reflects the reality, 
the rebellion is not only the mirror showed a special 
spirit and confidence in the future ( Russian poet of 
the xix, Arab, Persian words were met more 
shagatay language different inscription. Developing 
the traditions of poetry Zhyrau Makhambet master, 
updated nature of the Kazakh songs. When the 
master kuishi Makhambet, 11 his condition "Sashay 
Naiza, Salar kuyi"(1982). This section of poems of 
the national poet sh. Zharylgapova, Rejoice poet, a 
little Kobylandy UbalaPress service, Murat, 
influenced Yelandur. For the first time "Hadji Murat 
Olina poet, said TUMAR" to replace included (Kazan, 
1908), and produced more than two lines 100 Saga 
in the World. N. Compiler Msta "the main essays in 
Kazakh or Resin ayyaran" the collection (Orenburg, 
1911) are excerpts from Makhambet toleune. In 
1939, the City of Jumaliev released a collection of 
poetry by Makhambet. It is noted 200-summer 
anniversary of the poet (2003), a collection of 4 
volumes.


